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Tigris Mirror Oval
DESCRIPTION
The Tirgis Mirror Oval by Tech Lighting is simply elegant with its
perfectly rounded shape and soft ambient lighting. The Tigris
provides ample amounts of shadowfree task lighting through
the plated pressure formed frame and white glass diffuser. The
Tigris is available in two styles, recessed and surface and is
available in two ontrend finishes. Lamping replacement is
seamless as the mirror swings open to allow for easy lamp
replacement. The Tigris is ideal for bathroom lighting and vanity
lighting. Also available from Tech Lighting is the Tigris Mirror
Round, simply search for the Tigris Mirror Oval to find its
nearest relatives. Your choice of fully dimmable LED or halogen
lamping ships with the Tigris mirror saving you both time and
money. For wall mount use only, may be mounted vertically or
horizontally. Halogen includes eight 40 watt G9 base halogen
lamps; compact fluorescent includes six 9 watt 2G7 base twin
tube lamps and electronic ballast. LED version includes nine 4
watt, 100 delivered lumens, 3000K LED modules. ADA
compliant. Recessed version requires modifications to existing
wall construction.
INSTALLATION
Recessed version requires modifications to existing wall
construction. For wall mount use only, may be mounted
vertically or horizontally.
WEIGHT
28lb / 12.7kg ±

tigris mirror oval

ORDERING INFORMATION
700BCTIGO

SHAPE OR SIZE

FINISH

LAMP

R24
S26

C CHROME
S SATIN NICKEL

LED930
LED 90 CRI 3000K 120V
LED930277 LED 90 CRI 3000K 277V

RECESSED
SURFACE

Compact fluorescent option available only with surface style.
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